
1. DNA and RNA – Structure and properties 
-DNA and RNA are nucleic acids: large, polyanionic biopolymers at physiological pH 
 
Nucleic Acid Components 

 
Nucleic acid is composed of bases, ribose (sugar) and phosphate 

-Nucleobase = 4 bases 
-Nucleoside = Nucleobase + Ribose 
-Nucleotide = Nucleoside + Phosphate 

 
1) Nucleobase 
-Bases based on the purine and pyrimidine ring structure = Planar and aromatic molecules 
-Lone pairs on N (sp2 orbital) can be protonated → Bases 
 

 
Purine: 9-membered ring (10 delocalised π electrons) with pyrimidine fused onto imidazole ring 
Pyrimidine: 6 membered ring (6 delocalised π electrons) with 2 Ns separated by 1C 
 
a) Pyrimidine 
-Thymine has a methyl at 5 and carbonyl at 2 and 6 
-Cytosine has no methyl at 5 and has carbonyl only at 2 and an amine group at 6 

 
 
-T and C exist in their keto tautomeric forms - keto form (lactam) always dominates 

 
 
b) Purine 
-Adenine has amine at 6 
-Guanine has amine at 2 and carbonyl at 6 
-A and G exist in keto-tautomeric forms 

 
 
2) Sugar 
-The sugar is derived from D-ribose: 



 
-C4 hydroxyl group attacks the C1 aldehyde to form a 5-membered cyclic hemiacetal of D-ribose 
-Two possible anomers are formed at C1 (C1’ OH same (β) or opposite (α) direction to C5’ OH) 
-The ring structures are called D-ribofuranoses 
 
-The cyclisation reaction is reversible in solution and so all three forms co-exist in varying amounts, with the ring 
forms predominating in the equilibrium mixture 
-If the C1 hydroxyl group is derivatised with a nucleobase, then the ribose is locked into the ring form and the 
anomer is always β (base is on the same side as 5’ hydroxyl) 
-In DNA, the C-2 atom of D-ribofuranose is reduced to give the 2-deoxy form 
-The pentose sugar (‘) is known as 2-deoxy-D-ribose (chiral) 

 
 
▪Nucleoside 
-In DNA, the N1 atoms of the pyrimidine bases are covalently linked to C1’ (lost H) 

 
 
-In DNA, the N9 atoms of the purine bases are covalently linked to C1’  

 
 
-The bases are linked to the sugar unit by a β-N-glycoside bond 

 
-Nucleosides: 2’-deoxyadenosine, 2’-deoxycytidine, 2’-deoxythymidine, 2’-deoxyguanosine 
 
3) Nucleotides 
-Nucleotide is a nucleoside monophosphate ester in which H3PO4 is esterified with one of the free OH groups of the 
sugar (at C3’ or C5’) 
-Phosphorylation/ Esterification of nucleoside 
-Nucleotide is -2 at pH 7.4 – deprotonated (low pKa = strong acid) 
-The phosphate ester may be further phosphorylated to form di and tri-phosphates 



 
 

 
 
▪Phosphoryl transfer reactions 
-Enzymatic phosphoryl transfer reactions = transfer of phosphoryl groups from a phosphoric anhydride species to an 
acceptor molecule (alcohol, carboxylic acid, another phosphate) 
-The most common donor of phosphoryl groups is the co-enzyme ATP (2’-adenosine 5’-triphosphate) 
 
-ATP is thermodynamically unstable in aqueous solution 
-ΔG° for first hydrolysis/ formation of ADP = –31 kJ mol-1, corresponding to Keq > 105 (negative ΔG° = big Keq) 
-Hydrolysis of the P-O bond is thermodynamically favourable (large negative ΔH and large positive ΔS since 2 
products) though it is kinetically inert (large activation barrier) 
-Further hydrolysis can also occur to generate AMP + PO4

3– 

 
 
▪3 structural properties of ATP that increase negative ΔG° of hydrolysis: 
1) Decrease of electrostatic repulsion between negatively-charged O atoms close in space 

 
 
2) The products of ATP hydrolysis, ADP and PO4

3–, are better solvated by water than ATP itself. Solvation of the 
products helps shift the equilibrium to the right 
 
3) The PO4

3– product of ATP hydrolysis is more resonance stabilized than is ATP itself

 
 



-If the acceptor molecule is not water, then transfer of a phosphoryl/ pyrophosphoryl/adenosine phosphoryl group 
to an acceptor is observed 
-If the acceptor molecule is an alcohol: 

 
-This process is used by kinase enzymes in the phosphorylation of alcohols 
 
Structure of DNA 
 
-In DNA, each nucleotide unit is covalently linked to another by a phosphodiester backbone 
-Polarity of the chain: Every DNA strand has a 5’- end and a 3’- end 
 

 
 
-In double-helical DNA, two strands of polymer are intertwined in the shape of a helix 
-The two strands are anti-parallel to each other (3’-5’ and 5’-3’) 
 
▪Watson-Crick hydrogen bonding 
-The DNA double-helix is stabilised by bonding between purines and pyrimidines 
-A pairs up with T (2 H-bonds), and G with C (3 H-bonds) – 16 possible H-bonding arrangements 
 

 
 
▪Hoogsteen base pairing 
-Hoogsteen and Watson-Crick pair are energetically similar but only Watson-Crick pairs are observed in normal DNA 
because of the G-C pair 



 
 

 
-Hoogsteen G-C base pair is only stable at low pH (<5) because the N on cytosine is only protonated to form a H bond 
at acidic pH 
-Hoogsteen G-C base pair is less energetically favourable due to less number of H-bonds 
 
→Because Hoogsteen G-C pair cannot form, A-T pair cannot be used in the double-helix 
 
•DNA stabilisation and destabilisation 
▪The bases are hydrophobic 
-DNA double-helix is stabilised through π-π stacking interactions between adjacent bases 
-Hydrophobic effect: Base pairs squeeze out water outside of the helix, allowing π clouds to stack 
 
▪Electrostatic repulsions between the anionic phosphate backbones of the polymer causes a stiffening of the helix 
-Each double-helical step has two formal negative charges at pH 7.4 
-An “atmosphere” of metal ions (e.g. Mg2+ and Na+) lie along the sugar-phosphate backbone to partially neutralise 
the electrostatic interactions 
-Spine of hydration = A well-ordered and regular H-bonded network of H2O molecules in the A-T region of the minor 
groove 
 
▪Jiggling 
-Further micro-motions of the bases occur as well in order to maximise favourable non-covalent interactions 
-The base-pairs are quite flexible in their relative geometries  
-The local structure of DNA is base-sequence dependent due to these types of motions. The double-helix is not 
perfectly regular 
 
•Why a double helix? 
1) Why does DNA form a ds structure? 
-Nucleotides are amphipathic molecules = they consist of a hydrophobic and hydrophilic part. 
-The sugar-phosphate moiety is hydrophilic due to its ionic nature (strong ion-dipole interactions with H2O at pH 7.4). 
-The bases are poorly soluble in water despite the presence of heteroatoms 
-H-bonding, hydrophobic and π-π stacking interactions between bases allows the hydrophilic phosphate groups to 
exist on the outside of the macromolecule 
 
2) Why is DNA a helix? 
 



 
 
-π-π interaction is a combination of dispersion and electrostatic forces 
-Dispersion is the dominant force and electrostatics defines geometry 
 

 
-The presence of a ~2.7 Å “hole” of π-clouds between the bases would lead to considerable instability of ds DNA as 
water molecules could get in 
 
-Face to face stacking is disfavoured due to electrostatic repulsion between high electron density π clouds 
-Tilting the macromolecule to form a skewed ladder is sterically impossible as bond angles are wrong (bases have 
puckering) 
 
-Twisting of the bases by ~36° allows for maximum π-π stacking and stability without excess strain 
→This leads to a double helix 
 
•DNA conformations 
DNA is conformationally flexible: 
-Six torsion angles of sugar-phosphate backbone 
-Torsion angle around the β-N-glycosidic bond 
-Torsion angles within the 2-deoxy-D-ribose sugar 



 
 
These are greatly restricted in range of allowable values 
-Steric interference between nucleobases 
-Electrostatic repulsions between phosphate groups 
A single strand of DNA assumes a “random coil” configuration 
 
▪Torsion angle around the β-N-glycosidic bond  
There are two possibilities for β-N-glycosidic torsion geometry: 
-Anti: base pushed away from C5’ 
-Syn: base on the same side as C5’ 

 
 
1) Pyrimidines (C and T) 
-Only anti geometry is allowed due to steric hindrance between ribose sugar and the C-2 (keto) substituent of the 
pyrimidine ring 
 
2) Purines (A and G) 
-Geometry can be either syn or anti 
 
→In most dsDNA structures, bases exist in the anti-form 
 
▪Torsion angles within the 2-deoxy-D-ribose sugar 
-The sugar ring is not flat - otherwise substituents would be eclipsed and steric problems would arise 
-Steric crowding is relieved by puckering of the ring 
 
-In the B-DNA, the bases are stacked essentially perpendicular to the helical axis, the C2’-endo pucker is preferred 
(C2’ on the same side as C5’) 



 
 

 
 
-In A-DNA and RNA, the C3’-endo pucker is preferred (C3’ on the same side as C5’) 

 
 
-Z-DNA: 

-Purines are all C3’-endo 
-Pyrimidines are all C2’-endo 

 
-The sugar puckers can rapidly interconvert in solution, with the C2’-endo to C3’-endo energy barrier = 8-20 kJ mol-1 
-The ribose pucker governs the relative orientations of phosphate groups to each nucleotide 
 
•Conformers of DNA 

 A-conformer B-conformer Z-conformer (zig-zag) 
Chirality Right-handed Right-handed Left-handed 

Major groove  11.6 Å (W) x 8.5 Å (D) 
8.8 Å (W) x 4.7 Å (D) 
(shallow and wide) 

Minor groove 11.1 Å (W) x 2.6 Å (D) 6.0 Å (W) x 8.2 Å (D) 
2.0 Å (W) x 13.8 Å (D) 

(very narrow and deep) 
Helical pitch 28.2 Å 33.8 Å 45 Å 

Number of bases 
for helical pitch 

11 10 12 

Stable conditions 

-Low humidity 
-Hydrophobic solvents 
-Solutions of high ionic 

strength 

Normal condition 
Alternating purine-pyrimidine 

sequences (i.e. 
poly(dCdG).poly(dC-dG)) 

Puckering 

-C3’-endo pucker 
→Consecutive phosphate 

groups are closer 
→N-glycoside bond angle is 

different 

C2’-endo pucker 
-Purines are all C3’-endo 

-Pyrimidines are all C2’-endo 

Comparison Shorter and fatter helix  Long and slender helix 
 


